FMG Films on Demand - Accessing the Streaming Video Database
and Creating Persistent Links

Accessing Films on Demand Streaming Video Database

1) Navigate to the SPC Libraries Homepage: http://www.spcollege.edu/central/libonline

2) Enter Your Employee ID # (On Pay Stub) or Student# as the “Borrower ID”. Your PIN is the last 4 digits of your Social Security Number.

3) Once you’ve logged in, you should see a menu of database categories by subject/topic.
4) The FMG on Demand database is available via the “Digital Content” category.
5) You will be prompted to “connect to database”; click the blue button to connect.

* * Please Note * *
You are about to leave LINCCWeb and connect to a vendor provided web site. LINCCWeb is not responsible for the content or system availability of that site.

Trouble connecting? Click here.

Click here for databases list.

6) Once connected, you will see the Films on Demand interface which has features for searching and browsing streaming videos.
Creating Persistent Links to FMG (Films on Demand) Streaming Videos

**Important Tip:** Use Mozilla Firefox for uploading links.

Sign into ANGEL and select the desired course.

Once inside your ANGEL course, click on the Lessons tab.
Next, you’ll need to click the “add content” link.

Then, select “Page” or “Link” as the type of content you’d like to add.
From FMG, copy the segment URL.

When selecting the “Link” option, you will be prompted to copy and paste the URL into a “link URL” field. Then, enter a title for the link (and a subtitle if desired). Finally, click “save” to add the content. The link will appear amongst your list of saved content under the lessons tab.

Notice that students have citation tools available to cite streaming videos.
If you prefer to create a page of content with the link included, then paste the URL into the ANGEL Page Text Box. Also, provide some descriptive information for the new content (eg, title, subtitle, etc...)

Click Save after pasting URL and adding Title/Subtitle information.

Students are able to conveniently view the video within ANGEL after opening the page and clicking on the linked video segment. They will also have access to other segments of the video.

Another Tip:

FMG Films on Demand has been in the process of updating streaming video links which may require you to reconfigure your persistent links in ANGEL. If you created a persistent link in the past and find that it is no longer working, search FMG for the video and then check to see if the link has been updated. If so, copy the new link into ANGEL by following the aforementioned instructions for adding a new page or link.